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SUMMARY

The calcium-regulated protein phosphatase Calcineurin (CaN) participates in synaptic plasticity and
the regulation of transcription factors, including
Nuclear Factor of Activated T cells (NFAT). To understand how CaN contributes to neuronal circuit development, whole-cell mEPSC recordings and multiphoton imaging were performed in the visual system
of living Xenopus laevis tadpoles electroporated
to express either a CaN phosphatase inhibitor or
N-VIVIT, a nuclear localization sequence-tagged VIVIT
peptide that blocks the binding of CaN to select
substrates including NFAT. Both strategies increased
mEPSC frequency and dendritic arbor complexity in
tectal neurons over 3 days. Expression of either of
two constitutively active Xenopus NFATs (CA-NFATs)
restored normal synaptic properties in neurons
expressing N-VIVIT. However, the morphological
phenotype was only rescued by a CA-NFAT bearing
an intact regulatory domain, implying that transcriptional control of morphological and electrophysiological properties of neurons is mediated by distinct
NFAT interactions.
INTRODUCTION
As neurons pass through a series of developmental stages and
differentiate into distinct neuronal cell types, their diversity is
reflected in their unique transcriptional profiles (Polleux et al.,
2007; Spitzer, 2006). As development progresses, connectivity
and consequently environmentally driven activity begin to play
larger roles in influencing the transcriptional profile of a neuron.
Refinement of connectivity and the concomitant sharpening of
receptive fields should impact the activity-dependent transcriptional profiles of neurons and in turn their subsequent responses
to patterns of activity. Activity-dependent regulation of transcription factors has been shown to produce dramatic effects on
dendritic remodeling of neurons (Parrish et al., 2007; Redmond,
2008). To better understand how activity mediated by sensory
experience regulates transcription factors and how these transcriptional changes alter synaptically driven dendritic remodeling in vivo, we took advantage of the developing visual system

of the Xenopus laevis tadpole, in which single-cell gene transfection, time lapse imaging, and electrophysiology can be performed in the intact, living animal.
The ‘‘synaptotropic hypothesis’’ has been put forward as a
model to explain how synaptically driven remodeling of neuronal
architecture may occur (Vaughn, 1989; Cline and Haas, 2008).
Briefly, this hypothesis postulates that neurons possess an
innate tendency to extend branched dendritic processes, and
that synaptotropic interactions (i.e., interactions between the
dendrite and potential presynaptic partners) provide the extrinsic
cues that help direct this dendritic growth into patterns that optimize synaptic interactions. Thus, growth or branching is most
likely to occur in regions of the arbor where there is a stabilized
synapse. In contrast, retraction is more likely to occur in regions
where synapses fail to mature or become destabilized (Haas
et al., 2006; Meyer and Smith, 2006; Niell et al., 2004; Ruthazer
et al., 2006; Wu and Cline, 1998). An extension of this hypothesis
is that patterns of synaptic activity and mechanisms underlying
synaptic long-term potentiation (LTP) may stabilize the synapse,
and conversely, that mechanisms related to long-term depression (LTD) might destabilize the synapse. Importantly, while
LTP and LTD are both induced and expressed locally at the
synapse, there is a growing body of evidence that transcriptional
or translational regulation is required for expression of long-term
changes initiated by either cascade (Costa-Mattioli et al., 2009;
Kandel, 2001; Linden, 1996; Manahan-Vaughan et al., 2000).
A growing number of calcium-responsive transcription factors
have been implicated in the regulation of dendritic growth and in
LTP (Bito et al., 1996; Impey et al., 1996; Silva et al., 1998; Wayman et al., 2006). Thus, a more thorough implementation of the
synaptotropic hypothesis should not only take into consideration
the genetic program a neuron draws upon to grow its dendritic
arbor and the local interactions with synaptic partners that
further shape the arbor, but also how the neural activity resulting
from synaptic interactions may impact the cell by further modifying its transcriptional profile.
Calcineurin (CaN) is a calcium/calmodulin-dependent serine/
threonine phosphatase that is sensitive to small changes in intracellular calcium levels. The pattern of CaN expression in the brain
and its activity have been shown to be regulated in an activitydependent manner during development (Townsend et al.,
2004; Nakazawa et al., 2001; Goto et al., 1993; Agbas et al.,
2005). CaN is required for the expression of NMDAR-dependent
LTD of AMPAR transmission (Morishita et al., 2005; Mulkey et al.,
1994). Furthermore, it has been shown to regulate transcriptional
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programs that control synapse formation and function (Bito
et al., 1996; Flavell et al., 2006; Shalizi et al., 2006). Thus, CaN
is able to serve as both a synaptic and a cell-wide activitydependent regulator of neuronal connectivity.
Nuclear Factor in Activated T cells (NFAT) is a transcription
factor that is activated and translocates to the nucleus in
response to CaN-mediated dephosphorylation. NFAT is expressed in neurons and has been demonstrated to play an
important role in axonal outgrowth and neuronal response to
extrinsic cues involved in circuit development and refinement
(Graef et al., 1999, 2003; Groth and Mermelstein, 2003). These
findings argue for a potentially important role of CaN/NFAT
signaling in activity-dependent developmental plasticity.
We therefore sought to examine in the context of an intact,
developing neural circuit, the visual system of Xenopus tadpoles,
how CaN and NFAT signaling influence synaptic properties and
dendritic structure. Pharmacological CaN inhibition and expression of cell-autonomous CaN inhibitors revealed that it is a potent
regulator of dendritic complexity and synaptic function in
neurons in the visual system in vivo. Surprisingly, the same
morphological and physiological effects could be induced with
a nuclear localization sequence (NLS)-tagged inhibitor that
spared CaN signaling at synapses. We further demonstrated
that CaN mediates its effects on dendritic branching and
synaptic function through its activation of NFAT transcription
factors, the activity of which is regulated by visual stimulation.
RESULTS
CaN Inhibition Alters Excitatory Synaptic Connectivity
To understand how endogenous CaN activity contributes to the
synaptic connectivity of neurons in the visual system, we examined the changes in miniature excitatory postsynaptic current
(mEPSC) properties induced by expression of peptide inhibitors
of CaN in individual optic tectal neurons in the living Xenopus
tadpole. Three different genetically encoded inhibitors were
used to block CaN within individual tectal cells in this study:
the autoinhibitory domain of the Xenopus CaN A subunit
(AI-XCN; Lautermilch and Spitzer, 2000); an EGFP-tagged VIVIT
peptide (sequence: MAGPHPVIVITGPHEE) that competitively
displaces CaN from a subset of its substrates by mimicking
the highly conserved CaN docking sequence (PxIxIT) at 25-fold
higher affinity (GFP-VIVIT; Aramburu et al., 1999); and an NLStagged version of GFP-VIVIT (N-VIVIT). Although VIVIT was originally created to be a selective blocker of NFAT activation by CaN
(Aramburu et al., 1999), in recent years it has become clear that it
can also disrupt the interaction of CaN with other proteins
including some synaptic proteins (Dell’Acqua et al., 2002; Liu,
2003; Tavalin et al., 2002). We therefore developed N-VIVIT by
adding an NLS to GFP-VIVIT to restrict its localization within
the cell. This peptide was designed to act principally as an inhibitor of nuclear transcription downstream of CaN. In experiments
presented below, N-VIVIT impairs activation of the CaN-dependent transcription factor NFAT, but has no detectable effect on
CaN at synapses in dendrites.
CaN is known to regulate the expression of BDNF, the IP3
receptor, and the Kv2.1 channel (Amberg et al., 2004; Graef
et al., 1999; Groth and Mermelstein, 2003). Expression of either
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N-VIVIT or bath application of the selective CaN inhibitor FK506
resulted in similar reductions of mRNA levels for these three
targets in Xenopus brain compared to those of controls as
measured by relative quantification real-time PCR (Figure S1,
available online). The three genetically encoded inhibitors therefore provide progressively refined substrate specificity, from
cell-wide inhibition of the phosphatase activity of CaN (AI-XCN)
to interference with the small subset of CaN targets throughout
the cell that contain the PxIxIT binding sequence (GFP-VIVIT)
and culminate with N-VIVIT.
To determine the physiological consequences of expression
of each of the three inhibitors, we recorded AMPAR mEPSCs
in vivo from untransfected tectal neurons (n = 15) and from
neurons 3 days after transfection with EGFP (n = 6), AI-XCN
(n = 9), GFP-VIVIT (n = 15), or N-VIVIT (n = 10). Because there
was no difference between untransfected and EGFP-transfected
controls, these control groups were pooled. The frequency of
mEPSCs in cells expressing AI-XCN (2.13 ± 0.60 Hz), GFP-VIVIT
(2.09 ± 0.41 Hz), or N-VIVIT (2.95 ± 0.60 Hz) increased dramatically compared to that of control cells (0.88 ± 0.11 Hz), indicative
of an increase in the total number or proportion of AMPARbearing synapses (Figures 1A and 1B). The distribution of
mEPSC amplitudes in cells transfected with either AI-XCN or
N-VIVIT also shifted toward significantly larger values relative
to controls (Figures 1C and 1D). Surprisingly, mEPSC amplitudes
of neurons transfected with GFP-VIVIT decreased relative to
controls, perhaps reflecting the interaction of cytoplasmically
expressed GFP-VIVIT with proteins in the synapse bearing the
PxIxIT motif (Dell’Acqua et al., 2002; Tavalin et al., 2002).
It was therefore important to demonstrate that the actions of
N-VIVIT were restricted to the nuclear region. Coexpression of
N-VIVIT with cell-filling mCherry or with a nuclear-localized
mCherry-NLS by bulk electroporation in tectal neurons clearly
demonstrated that even at very high levels of expression,
N-VIVIT protein expression was tightly localized to the nucleus
(Figure 1E). The presence of CaN in the nucleus of neurons has
been somewhat controversial. Anthony et al. (1988) failed to
detect phosphatase activity in nuclear fractions from chick forebrain neurons. On the other hand, there have been several
reports that CaN is found in the nucleus in neurons (Pujol et al.,
1993; Solà et al., 1999; Yang et al., 2005). We observed a low
but measurable level of CaN immunostaining in the nuclei of Xenopus neurons that was confirmed using antisense morpholino
oligonucleotide knockdown specific for endogenous CaN
(Figure 1F).
To confirm that N-VIVIT expression does not inhibit CaN
signaling at synapses, we performed a chemLTD experiment.
Amplitudes of mEPSCs were monitored before and after bath
application of 20 mM NMDA to the optic tectum in an isolated
brain preparation. Cells expressing GFP-VIVIT showed little or
no reduction in mEPSC amplitude in response to the chemLTD
protocol, indicating that CaN function was inhibited at synapses
in neurons expressing untargeted GFP-VIVIT (Figures 1G and
1H). In contrast, cells transfected with N-VIVIT and controls exhibited robust chemLTD, similar to previous studies (Beattie
et al., 2000). Furthermore, inclusion of FK506 in the whole-cell
patch pipette blocked chemLTD induction in N-VIVIT-expressing
cells. The small change observed with both GFP-VIVIT and
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Figure 1. AMPAR mEPSC Frequency and Amplitude Are Increased by N-VIVIT, a Nonsynaptic Inhibitor of CaN
(A) Sample recording epochs from tectal cells transfected with EGFP, AI-XCN, GFP-VIVIT, or N-VIVIT. (B) Chronic CaN inhibition increases mEPSC frequency.
(C) Sample AMPAR mEPSCs from transfected tectal cells (50 events averaged). (D) Cumulative probability plots of mEPSC amplitudes (n = 15, 10, 12, and 10 cells,
100 events per cell, each condition, p < 0.01 versus control for all conditions by K-S test). (E) Tectal cells bulk electroporated to express N-VIVIT; cell filling
mCherry sequestered N-VIVIT in the nucleus (top panel) where it colocalizes with mCherry-NLS (bottom panel). (Fi) Western blot of Xenopus brain using anti-CaN
antibody. (Fii) Injection at the four-cell stage of fluorescently tagged antisense morpholino oligonucleotides (MO) against CaN produces knockdown in part of
each animal. Sections through the CNS of a stage 27 tadpole immunostained for CaN and the nuclear marker ToPro3 are shown. (Fiii) CaN antisense MOs
reduced nuclear immunofluorescence while control MOs had no effect (n = 50 cells, each condition, paired t test, ***p < 0.005). (G) N-VIVIT does not prevent
CaN-dependent synaptic plasticity. ChemLTD was blocked in cells expressing GFP-VIVIT, but not in N-VIVIT-expressing cells. Inclusion of 1 mM FK506 in the
patch pipette prevented LTD in N-VIVIT-expressing cells. (Insets) Traces for one representative cell before and after chemLTD, each point averaged over
1 min. (H) Change in AMPAR mEPSC amplitudes following chemLTD induction. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ANOVA. Scale bars, 10 mm.
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FK506 was presumably CaN-independent. These results
demonstrate that N-VIVIT overexpression does not block CaN
activity at the synapse.
The increase in mEPSC frequency and amplitude observed
with dominant-negative AI-XCN expression is potentially consistent with a net increase in synaptic AMPARs as a consequence
of long-term inhibition of LTD; however, it seems likely that
homeostatic mechanisms like synaptic scaling would have curtailed this effect over 3 days (Turrigiano et al., 1998). In light of
the observation that a comparable enhancement of mEPSC
frequency and amplitude occurred with N-VIVIT expression,
our data instead favor a critical role for CaN signaling in the regulation of nuclear transcriptional events that play a role in determining synapse number and efficacy.
Chronic Inhibition of CaN Increases Dendritic Branching
To examine the role of CaN signaling on structural remodeling,
we monitored the effects of the above inhibitors on the morphology of single tectal neurons expressing plasmids encoding
EGFP (n = 10) and, in the experimental cases, AI-XCN (n = 6),
GFP-VIVIT (n = 7), or N-VIVIT (n = 6). Cells coexpressing the
respective constructs were then imaged once daily by laser
scanning two-photon microscopy in the intact tadpole over the
next 3 days. Cells with relatively complex arbors were selected,
as mature tectal cells have a larger number of active synaptic
inputs (Rajan and Cline, 1998; Tao et al., 2001; Wu et al.,
1996). All three treatments resulted in a gradual increase in the
complexity of the dendritic arbor compared to EGFP-expressing
controls (Figures 2A–2D). Similarly, application of 1 mM FK506 to
the rearing solution led to a comparable increase in branch
number (Figure 2E). This increase in complexity was not caused
by accelerated dendritic outgrowth. There was no difference
from control cells for cells in any group, even by the third day
of imaging, in either total dendritic arbor length or in the fractional
daily rate of arbor growth (Figures 2F and 2H). In contrast, the
total number of, and percentage change in, number of dendritic
branch points by the third day of imaging was greatly elevated in
all three groups expressing CaN inhibitors (Figures 2G and 2I).
These results reveal that the density of dendritic branches is
dramatically increased by chronic CaN blockade. Two lines of
evidence suggest that this effect may be mediated by inhibition
of CaN regulation of nuclear transcription rather than inhibition of
CaN at synapses. First, the increase in branch density occurred
regardless of whether inhibition was applied pharmacologically
using FK506, cell-autonomously throughout the cell as in the
case of AI-XCN expression, or in a manner that spared synaptic
CaN activation as in the case of N-VIVIT. Second, a similar
increase in branch density was observed in GFP-VIVIT-expressing neurons, despite the fact that AMPAR current amplitudes are
decreased in these cells but increased in AI-XCN- and N-VIVITexpressing cells.
The increased branch density in neurons in which CaN was
chronically inhibited appears to be attributable in large part to
a striking proliferation in the number of small branch tips (insets
Figures 2A–2E). Tectal cells at this stage of development are
aspiny neurons that make synaptic contacts all along their
dendritic arbors. The majority of new synapses on tectal neurons
form on dynamic dendritic filopodia that are subsequently either
658 Neuron 62, 655–669, June 11, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.

stabilized or eliminated depending on the fate of the new synapse
they bear (Niell et al., 2004). We observed that the mean length of
branch tips was greater in controls than in AI-XCN- or N-VIVIT-expressing cells and increased progressively over 3 days of imaging
as a fraction of these branches elongated. In stark contrast, the
proportion of short branch tips in neurons expressing the inhibitors remained high at all time points, indicative of a sustained
high rate of addition of new branch tips (Figure S2).
Blocking CaN Increases Rates of Dendritic
Branch Dynamics
To examine directly the rates of dynamic branch remodeling of
tectal neurons in vivo, a short interval imaging protocol that consisted of acquiring four images at 40 min intervals was applied on
day 3 after electroporation (Figure 3A). Neurons expressing
either AI-XCN (n = 5) or N-VIVIT (n = 6) added many more
branches compared to controls (n = 5) during the 2 hr of imaging:
control cells added 21.2 ± 3.5 new branches over 2 hr compared
with 41.5 ± 3.5 and 43.5 ± 2.9 added branches for AI-XCN- and
N-VIVIT-expressing neurons, respectively (Figure 3B). Furthermore, rates of branch loss also were enhanced by CaN inhibition
(control:17 ± 2.7; AI-XCN: 27.5 ± 1.8; N-VIVIT: 28 ± 3.6), but in
the AI-XCN and N-VIVIT cells, the rates of branch addition
were significantly greater than the rates of branch elimination.
Thus, for both manipulations we observed an acceleration of
dendritic branch dynamics, with a bias favoring branch addition
over branch loss. This bias may account for the increase in
cumulative branch number observed by the day 3 time point in
neurons in which CaN was inhibited. Given that new synapses
have been reported to form on added branches (Niell et al.,
2004), it is also consistent with the increase in mEPSC frequency
observed, which reflects an increase in the number of AMPARcontaining synapses.
CaN participates in the regulation of local remodeling of
dendritic and synaptic structures during LTD (Zhou et al., 2004).
However, under normal developmental conditions LTD is likely
to be taking place at only a few synapses in the arbor. Based
on our observations that (1) cell-wide inhibition of CaN phosphatase activity, which was able to block at least one form of LTD, did
not decrease the rate of branch retractions, and (2) that targeted
inhibition with N-VIVIT was as effective as AI-XCN at altering
branch dynamics (Figure 3), our data suggest that the predominant means by which CaN activity regulates branch dynamics
may be through control of the transcriptional state of the cell.
While these experiments certainly do not exclude a contribution
of LTD to dendritic remodeling, they reveal that the dynamic regulation of the transcriptional profile of neurons by sensory experience is indeed one of the principal mechanisms that modulate the
ability of the dendritic tree to remodel.
How could activity-dependent gene transcription exert its
effects at distinct sites in the dendritic arbor? One possible
mechanism would be for transcriptionally regulated changes to
also require local synaptic signals for their manifestation. To
test whether synaptic activity could modulate the increase in
dendritic branch dynamics caused by N-VIVIT, we repeated
the short interval time lapse imaging of neurons expressing
N-VIVIT on day 3, but this time, we acutely blocked synaptic
transmission for the duration of the 2 hr of imaging. After
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Figure 2. Inhibition of CaN by AI-XCN, GFP-VIVIT, N-VIVIT, or FK506 Drives Increases in Dendritic Complexity
(A–E) Two-photon z-projections and dendritic arbor reconstructions of EGFP-expressing neurons imaged once daily over a 3 day period. Individual neurons were
electroporated with EGFP only (A); cotransfected with AI-XCN (B), GFP-VIVIT (C), or N-VIVIT (D); or given bath application of FK506 for 3 days (E). Reconstructions
have been rotated in 3D to align dendritic arbors over time. (Insets) Higher-magnification projections of the main dendrite reveals fine branch tip elaboration in
CaN-inhibited neurons. Z-projections have been cropped to exclude unlabeled fields. Axons (arrowheads) were not included in the analysis. Scale bars, 10 mm.
(F) Dendritic arbor length was not affected by CaN inhibition.
(G) All forms of CaN inhibition similarly increased the number of dendritic branch points from day 1 to day 3 (n = 6–10 per group, *p < 0.05, ANOVA). All groups had
similar total lengths and numbers of branch points on day 1.
(H) Percent change in total length compared to day 1.
(I) Percent change in the number of branch points normalized to day 1. **p < 0.01, ANOVA with Dunn’s posttest.
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Figure 3. Blocking CaN Signaling with Either AI-XCN or
N-VIVIT Increases Dendritic Branch Dynamics
(A) Three-dimensional reconstructions of cells imaged at 40 min intervals over 2 hr on day 3 after transfection. Cells expressing either
AI-XCN (n = 5) or N-VIVIT (n = 6) exhibited more dynamic branch
behaviors compared to controls (n = 5). Scale bars, 10 mm.
(B) Quantification of the number of branches added and lost per
neuron over the 2 hr imaging interval. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ANOVA.

acquisition of the first image, tadpoles were transferred into
a solution containing 100 mM AP5, 100 mM GYKI, and 100 mM
picrotoxin (PTX). We then took three subsequent images at
40 min intervals with the animals remaining under synaptic
blockade for the full 2 hr. Synaptic blockade prevented the
increase in branch additions observed in N-VIVIT-expressing
cells (27.8 ± 2.3, n = 6 versus 43.5 ± 3.6, n = 6; Figure 4). Interestingly, there was no significant effect of blocking synaptic transmission on the rates of branch loss in these cells. Control cells
were unaffected by synaptic block in accordance with previous
reports (Rajan and Cline, 1998). These results indicate that while
modulation of transcription regulates the propensity of the tree to
remodel, this remodeling is rapidly gated by synaptic activity.
Thus, the CaN-regulated transcriptional profile of a given neuron
would define its overall propensity to add or lose branches and
synapses, but the decisions about whether and perhaps where
they should be added would be controlled by local synaptic
events.
Visual Stimulation Activates CaN/NFAT
The VIVIT peptide used in our experiments was originally identified as a high-affinity, selective inhibitor of the binding interaction
660 Neuron 62, 655–669, June 11, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.

between CaN and transcription factors of the NFAT family
(Aramburu et al., 1999). NFAT is present and is regulated
by extrinsic cues in neurons (Graef et al., 2003; Groth and
Mermelstein, 2003). When activated by calmodulin, CaN
binds to and dephosphorylates NFAT, resulting in the
exposure of NLSs on NFAT that cause transport of the
NFAT complex toward the nucleus (Hogan et al., 2003;
Okamura et al., 2000). It is likely that the effects mediated
by N-VIVIT expression in tectal neurons are in part attributable to blockade of NFAT, as N-VIVIT should interfere
with the binding of CaN to NFAT and reduce its activation.
We therefore sought to determine whether CaN regulates
synaptic and morphological changes in tectal neurons
through NFAT activation.
To determine if neuronal activity can control activation
of NFAT by CaN in the Xenopus visual system, we monitored the translocation of NFAT tagged with EGFP (NFATGFP) in neurons in the optic tectum of living tadpoles. In
some cases neurons were cotransfected with constructs
encoding a cell filling td-tomato red fluorescent protein to
reveal the full dendritic morphology. Three days after
electroporation, animals were immobilized in lowmelting-point agarose and the distribution of NFAT-GFP
in these neurons was imaged before and after an intraventricular injection of 100 mM AP5 to prevent calcium entry
through NMDARs. Within 20 min we observed a clear
decrease in somatonuclear intensity of NFAT-GFP fluorescence
(!31.5% ± 11%, n = 6), compared to controls (!4.3% ± 3.7%,
n = 7) (Figure 5B). A similar decrease was observed with intraventricular injection of 1 mM FK506 (!42% ± 10%; n = 8), confirming
that CaN mediates the translocation of NFAT-GFP. These results
suggest that resting levels of CaN/NFAT activation in the optic
tectum are sustained by ongoing NMDAR-mediated synaptic
transmission. The observed decrease in NFAT-GFP in the
nucleus was not an artifact of intraventricular injection, as injection of 20 mM NMDA led to an increase in somatonuclear NFATGFP (63% ± 24%; n = 5) that could be blocked by preincubation
of the tadpoles in 1 mm FK506 (53.3% ± 18.6%; n = 6, Figure S3).
Interestingly, 40 min of visual stimulation, using a lowfrequency simulated motion stimulus previously demonstrated
to induce NMDAR-dependent enhancements in dendritic growth
rate and changes in intrinsic excitability in tectal neurons (Aizenman et al., 2002; Sin et al., 2002), was highly effective at driving
the translocation of NFAT-GFP to the somatonuclear compartment (57.8% ± 21.6%; n = 7, Figure 5). This visually induced
translocation of NFAT-GFP could be blocked by preincubation
of the animals in either FK506 (!48% ± 11.2%; n = 8) or AP5
(!30.9% ± 6.9%; n = 8). The specific pattern and timing of visual
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Figure 4. Synaptic Activity Gates the Enhanced Branch Addition Induced by N-VIVIT
(A) Three-dimensional reconstructions of cells expressing EGFP with or without N-VIVIT imaged at 40 min intervals for 2 hr on day 3 after transfection. Scale bars,
10 mm.
(B) Blockade of synaptic input by addition of AP5, GYKI, and PTX to the rearing solution immediately after the first image reduced the rate of branch additions in
N-VIVIT-expressing cells to control levels (n = 6, all conditions, **p < 0.01, ANOVA). There was no effect of synaptic blockade on branch dynamics in control cells.
(C) Initial and final number of branch tips after 2 hr for cells expressing N-VIVIT with normal synaptic activity or under synaptic blockade. Mean values are plotted in
gray. **p < 0.01, paired t test.

stimulation appeared to be critical, as stimulation at different
frequencies or of animals that were freely swimming did not
show significant changes in NFAT-GFP localization (data not
shown).
Although it was easier and more precise to measure translocation from the dendrites into the entire somatonuclear compartment, the relative changes of NFAT-GFP intensity in the soma
were clearly accompanied by similar changes in the nucleus
(Figure S4). The presence of NFAT protein in the dendritic
processes, while possibly a consequence of overexpression in
this case, is not without precedent. For example, neuronal
processes in mice exhibit intense immunoreactivity for endogenous NFAT (Bradley et al., 2005; Graef et al., 1999; Ho et al.,
1994).
Our data suggest that CaN/NFAT has a significant basal level
of activation in developing tectal neurons, but its level of activity
can be further upregulated by visual stimulation in vivo in an
NMDAR-dependent manner. If expression of exogenous NFAT
had resulted in either excessive NFAT activation or the overwhelming of normal CaN signaling, bidirectional regulation of
NFAT-GFP translocation would not have been observed. The
fact that NFAT activation is dynamically regulated by visual
experience makes it an appealing candidate for mediating the
CaN-dependent regulation of dendritic morphogenesis and
synapse maturation that we have observed in tectal cells.

To confirm that N-VIVIT expression indeed inhibits NFAT
activation in tectal neurons, we compared the nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio of NFAT-GFP in neurons expressing N-VIVITmCherry, a modified N-VIVIT in which the GFP was replaced
with mCherry, and control neurons expressing mCherry-NLS
(Figures 5C abd 5D). We observed a significantly lower resting
nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio for NFAT-GFP fluorescence in
neurons expressing N-VIVIT-mCherry compared to controls
(Figure 5D). Furthermore, N-VIVIT-mCherry-expressing cells
also showed a much smaller increase in nuclear-to-cytoplasmic
ratio in response to visual stimulation (Figure 5E). Thus, expression of N-VIVIT, due to its nuclear targeting, did not affect CaN
at the synapse (Figure 1) but clearly inhibited NFAT activation at
the nucleus.
NFAT Regulates mEPSC Properties of Tectal Neurons
We attempted to rescue the effects of N-VIVIT expression on
synaptic properties by expression of a constitutively active
form of Xenopus NFATc3 (CA-NFAT) (Figure 6A). This CANFAT, NFATDreg, lacks most of its regulatory domain and therefore no longer requires binding and dephosphorylation by CaN to
become active (Saneyoshi et al., 2002). To determine whether
NFATDreg is able to rescue the physiological consequences of
N-VIVIT expression, we recorded mEPSCs from control cells
(n = 15), cells expressing N-VIVIT (n = 10), and cells coexpressing
Neuron 62, 655–669, June 11, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 661
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Figure 5. Visually Driven NMDAR Activity Activates CaN/NFAT In Vivo
NFAT-GFP translocates toward the nucleus upon dephosphorylation by activated CaN.
(A) Representative tectal cell cotransfected with cell-filling td-tomato and NFAT-GFP. A resting level of NFAT-GFP is present in the dendrites, cell soma,
and nucleus. Following 40 min of repeated visual stimulation, translocation of NFAT-GFP toward the soma and nucleus from the dendrites was observed.
(Lower panel) Single optical sections in three planes through the cell soma of NFAT-GFP fluorescence following visual stimulation. Scale bars, 10 mm.
(B) Preincubation of the animals in 1 mM FK506 (n = 8) or 100 mM AP5 (n = 6) reduced the amount of somatonuclear NFAT-GFP and blocked the visual stimulationinduced increase (*p < 0.05, ANOVA).
(C–E) N-VIVIT inhibits nuclear translocation of NFAT-GFP. (C) NFAT-GFP-expressing neuron, coexpressing mCherry-NLS to mark the nucleus, shows robust
nuclear translocation of NFAT-GFP at 10 min following visual stimulation that returns to baseline within 4 hr. In neurons expressing N-VIVIT-mCherry (arrowhead),
NFAT-GFP translocation is greatly reduced. (D) N-VIVIT expression reduces the baseline nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio of NFAT-GFP fluorescence (**p < 0.001,
t test). (E) N-VIVIT reduces the increase in nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio of NFAT-GFP induced by visual stimulation.

N-VIVIT with NFATDreg (n = 9, Figure 6B). Coexpression of
N-VIVIT with NFATDreg rescued mEPSC frequency (0.94 ±
0.32 Hz), restoring it to the same levels as found in controls
(1.04 ± 0.14 Hz, Figure 6D). The amplitudes of mEPSCs were
also reduced toward those of control levels (Figure 6C). This
result suggests that the effects of N-VIVIT on synaptic properties
are mediated at least in part by its inhibition of NFAT-dependent
transcriptional activation in the nucleus.
The Regulatory Domain of NFAT Is Required
for Modulation of Dendritic Morphology
We next attempted to rescue the morphological phenotype of
N-VIVIT expression by coexpresion of EGFP, N-VIVIT, and
NFATDreg (n = 5) in single cells. Neurons coexpressing these
three constructs exhibited an increase in the number of branches
by day 3 (65% ± 13.5%) that was similar to that of cells cotransfected with N-VIVIT and EGFP only (82% ± 26%, Figures 6E–
6H). Thus NFATDreg, although capable of reversing the change
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in mEPSC frequency and amplitude, did not prevent the morphological changes induced by N-VIVIT.
The cAMP Response Element-Binding Protein (CREB) is an
important mediator of transcriptional control of morphogenesis
(Deisseroth et al., 2003; Polleux et al., 2007; Wayman et al.,
2006). The NFATDreg construct lacks the CREB Binding Protein
(CBP) binding domain, which is located within the regulatory
domain of NFAT (Yang et al., 2001). Consequently NFATDreg
will activate only NFAT-dependent transcription that does not
require interactions involving its regulatory domain, and by
extension, possible interactions with CBP or other transcriptional coactivators (Hogan et al., 2003). The inability of NFATDreg
to reduce the enhancement in branch density caused by N-VIVIT
expression implies a requirement for the regulatory domain in
regulating the morphological, but not the synaptic, effects of
NFAT signaling. We reasoned that a different CA-NFAT construct that contained the full regulatory domain should be able
to rescue both the branch density and mEPSC phenotypes.
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For this experiment, we generated nv-NFAT-st(2+5+8). This
mutant mimicked an almost completely dephosphorylated, activated NFAT (Okamura et al., 2000), had its CaN binding domain
mutated to VIVIT, and was tagged with three nuclear localization
repeats (Figure 7A). This mutant NFAT also rescued the
frequency of AMPAR mEPSCs, reducing it to control levels
(control: 1.04 ± 0.14 Hz, n = 20; rescue: 1.43 ± 0.29 pA, n = 10;
Figures 7B and 7D). The distribution of AMPAR mEPSC amplitudes was partially shifted toward values closer to those of
control cells (Figure 7C).
Next we cotransfected single cells with EGFP, N-VIVIT, and
nv-NFAT-st(2+5+8) for in vivo imaging over a 3 day period. Unlike
NFATDreg, expression of nv-NFAT-st(2+5+8) successfully reduced the rate of increase in branch density caused by N-VIVIT
to a level comparable to that of controls by day 3 of imaging
(controls: 8.9% ± 9.0%, n = 10; mutant: 15.5% ± 13.4%, n = 6;
p = 0.42). This differential ability of NFATDreg and nv-NFATst(2+5+8) to rescue morphology was not due to a difference in
the expression efficiency of the two constructs, as western blotting
for myc-tagged versions of these two CA-NFATs showed that
the construct that gave the more complete rescue [nv-NFATst(2+5+8)] was in fact expressed at slightly lower levels (Figure S5).
These experiments confirm that CaN activates members of
the NFAT family of transcription factors to negatively regulate
synaptic development and dendritic branch addition. Furthermore, the transcriptional control of dendritic arbor morphology
by NFAT appears to require interactions through its regulatory
domain. Therefore, NFAT modulation of synaptic properties is
separable from its regulation of dendritic morphology.
DISCUSSION
One of the principal signaling events mediated by CaN is the
regulation of gene transcription. The NFAT family of transcription
factors is strongly regulated by CaN activity. The experiments
presented here show that nuclear transcription downstream of
NFAT activation is a key regulator of the ability of neurons to
undergo synaptic and dendritic structural changes in the developing visual system. Our results reveal that basal levels of CaN/
NFAT activity in optic tectal neurons normally sit at intermediate
levels, susceptible to reduction or elevation by changes in neural
activity. In response to chronic inhibition of the CaN/NFAT interaction, we observed a dramatic increase of AMPA mEPSC
frequency and amplitude and a massive proliferation of new
dendritic branches. Furthermore, these effects on physiology
and morphology appear to be regulated independently by
distinct NFAT interactions in the nucleus. The expression of
NFATDreg, a CA-NFAT construct lacking its regulatory domain,
was able to rescue only the physiological consequences of
CaN/NFAT suppression, whereas rescue of the dendritic
branching phenotype was achieved by expressing nv-NFATst(2+5+8), a CA-NFAT in which the regulatory domain is available
to bind transcriptional coactivators. Importantly, the morphological changes downstream of NFAT-mediated gene transcription
were found to be gated acutely by synaptic activity. Thus,
sensory input plays a regulatory role both in the induction and
in the ultimate expression of transcriptional events that modulate
the synaptic and morphological properties of a neuron.

The ability of CA-NFAT to rescue the phenotype caused by
overexpression of N-VIVIT implies that N-VIVIT exerts its effects
in cells by interfering with the activation of NFAT by CaN. Despite
this and other evidence for CaN-regulated nuclear transcription
in neurons (Bito et al., 1996; Flavell et al., 2006; Shalizi et al.,
2006), the subcellular compartments where CaN acts to regulate
transcription remain unclear. There are reports of translocation
of CaN from dendrites to neuronal somata (Yasuda et al.,
2003). We also observed a striking translocation of NFAT-GFP
from the dendrites to the cell soma and nucleus in response to
neuronal activity, indicating that NFAT can be activated by
synaptic, or at least dendritic, CaN. However, the fact that
N-VIVIT, an NLS-tagged inhibitor of the CaN-NFAT interaction,
clearly reduced the nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio of NFAT-GFP
suggests that a critical regulatory interaction between NFAT
and CaN also occurs at the nucleus. It seems unlikely that CaN
and NFAT can translocate into the nucleus as a complex. There
are two possible mechanisms by which CaN could regulate
NFAT activity at the nucleus. The first is that the small resident
pool of CaN in the nucleus (Figure 1F) may be regulated by
nuclear calcium or calmodulin signaling (Deisseroth et al.,
1998; Saha and Dudek, 2008). The second possibility is that
activated CaN accumulates in the perinuclear compartment
where it could rapidly reverse the effects of kinases like GSK3b
and DYRK1A that drive the nuclear export of NFAT.
Implications for the Synaptrotropic Hypothesis
and Its Applicability to Dendritic Remodeling
in the Visual System
The synaptotropic hypothesis postulates that interactions at the
synapse will play a role in the modulation of the innate tendency
of neurons to branch by providing the extrinsic control capable of
directing branching into patterns that optimize synaptic interactions (Vaughn, 1989). Our data extend this model by providing
evidence that synaptic transmission, in addition to mediating
local interactions, also carries information in the patterns of
synaptic activity that, through NFAT activation, provide feedback to the nucleus to alter the propensity of the neuron to
branch and develop synapses. Thus the transcriptional profile
of the cell, referred to by Vaughn as ‘‘innate’’ properties, can
be drastically altered by patterned synaptic activity. Furthermore, we also observed that acutely blocking synaptic activity
could regulate the continued addition of new branches. These
findings suggest that synaptic activity is able to both modulate
the innate ability of the neuron to branch, and direct branching
into patterns that optimize connectivity.
Regulation of Branching in the Visual System
Another postulate of the synaptotropic hypothesis is that
dendritic growth or branching is most likely to occur in regions
of the arbor where there is a stabilized synapse. By this logic,
retraction should occur in regions where synapses fail to mature
or become destabilized. Studies in the retinotectal system have
supported a relationship between the stabilization of dendritic
branches and synaptic maturation, characterized by the
increase in AMPA/NMDA ratio that occurs as AMPARs are delivered to NMDAR-only ‘‘silent’’ synapses (Wu et al., 1996). Expression in tectal neurons of a constitutively active form of calcium/
calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) leads to rapid
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Figure 6. NFATDreg Rescues Electrophysiological Effects of N-VIVIT Expression
(A) Schematic of full-length NFAT and NFATDreg mutant lacking regions of the regulatory domain (Saneyoshi et al., 2002).
(B) Sample recording epochs from tectal cells transfected with EGFP alone, or cotransfected with N-VIVIT or N-VIVIT plus NFATDreg.
(C) Cumulative probability plots of mEPSC amplitudes show a shift down toward control values with NFATDreg expression (n = 15 [control], 10 [N-VIVIT], and 9
[N-VIVIT+NFATDreg], 100 events per cell, each condition).
(D) mEPSC frequencies are restored to control values by NFATDreg.
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unsilencing of synapses; the same manipulation results in
stunted dendritic arbor elaboration, suggesting accelerated
stabilization of existing branches (Wu and Cline, 1998). In
contrast manipulations that reduce CaMKII activity or prevent
the delivery of AMPARs to synapses lead to unfettered dendritic
growth and abnormal branch elaboration (Haas et al., 2006; Zou
and Cline, 1999).
Our result, that inhibition of CaN prevents at least one form of
AMPAR LTD in tectal neurons and leads to a concomitant
increase in dendritic branch number, is superficially consistent
with this model. However, several lines of evidence suggest
that a direct causal relationship may not exist in this particular
case. First of all, short interval imaging revealed that the increase
in branch number was attributable to an increase in the rate of
branch additions, rather than to a decrease in the rate of branch
retractions that might be expected from blockade of LTD.
Second, in contrast to AI-XCN and N-VIVIT expression, diffusible
GFP-VIVIT decreased AMPAR mEPSC amplitudes, yet all three
manipulations increased branch densities. Finally, the rescue
of mEPSC frequencies and amplitudes through expression of
NFATDreg did not reverse the increase branching phenotype,
which appeared to require the additional transcriptional interactions in nv-NFAT-st(2+5+8) to be restored to control levels. We
therefore observed a clear dissociation between synaptic maturation and dendritic branching in this case. Our data do not rule
out the possibility of an independent contribution of synaptic
LTD-like mechanisms to dendritic remodeling, but simply reveal
that activity-dependent regulation of CaN and NFAT signaling is
able to exert potent, separable influences on morphology and
synaptic development through transcriptional control.
Coordination between Transcription Factors
for Control of Dendritic Morphology
The enhanced branching phenotype caused by N-VIVIT could be
almost entirely rescued by cotransfection of nv-NFAT-st(2+5+8),
a CA-NFAT that contains an intact regulatory domain capable of
interacting with other transcriptional cofactors. It is believed that
NFAT requires independently regulated transcriptional coactivators, referred to as NFATn, to bind DNA (Flavell et al., 2006; Ho
et al., 1994; Wu et al., 2007). The identities of the putative coactivators responsible for the morphological and synaptic phenotypes we observed are not yet known, but several transcription
factors important in neuronal plasticity, including CREB and
MEF2, are known to interact with NFAT. Although CREB does
not appear to bind to NFAT, both interact directly with CBP
(Blaeser et al., 2000; Garcia-Rodriguez and Rao, 1998; Yang
et al., 2001). The binding of CBP to NFAT greatly potentiates
NFAT signaling. NFAT and CREB may also further cooperate
to activate specific sets of genes that differ from those activated
by either transcription factor alone (Sato et al., 2006). In contrast,
direct coimmunoprecipitation of MEF2A and MEF2D with
NFATc2 has been demonstrated in T lymphocytes, where

CaN-dependent activation of MEF2 requires NFAT (Blaeser
et al., 2000). In neurons CaN is also able to dephosphorylate
MEF2A and MEF2D and thus directly regulate synaptogenesis
(Flavell et al., 2006; Shalizi et al., 2006). Given the ability of
CA-NFAT to rescue the effects of N-VIVIT and the absence of
an NFAT-like CaN-binding consensus sequence in MEF2, we
consider it unlikely that the morphological plasticity caused by
N-VIVIT is due to any direct inhibition of MEF2 dephosphorylation, but could potentially reflect the cooperation of MEF2 with
NFAT. It will be interesting in the future to explore the consequences of interactions of NFAT and its coactivators for neuronal
development.
These observations begin to delineate a hierarchy of CaN
function in the control of neuronal development. Basal levels of
neuronal CaN activity are governed by activity-dependent activation of calcium influx. In addition to inducing a rapid, local
reduction in synaptic efficacy through LTD, CaN signaling also
exerts control over gene transcription in the nucleus through its
regulation of transcription factors including NFAT. These transcriptional programs then regulate, directly or indirectly, the
rates of dendritic branch dynamics across the dendritic tree as
well as the potential of the cell to change its number and maturity
of AMPAR-containing synapses.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Constructs and Reagents
N. Spitzer (AI-XCN), F. Charron (NFATc4-GFP), K. Mikoshiba (XNFAT, NFATDreg),
R. Tsien (mCherry, td-tomato) and K. Murai (EGFPf) generously provided
constructs used in this study. GFP-VIVIT was obtained from Addgene, plasmid
11106 (Aramburu et al., 1999). The procedures used for generating N-VIVIT,
nv-NFAT-st(2+5+8), mCherry-NLS, and N-VIVIT-mCherry are presented in
Supplemental Data.
Unless otherwise stated all reagents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.
AP5, GYKI52466, and PTX were obtained from Tocris Bioscience (Ellisville,
MO). Tetrodotoxin (TTX) was obtained from Alomone labs (Israel). Restriction
enzymes came from New England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA).

RT-PCR
Brains were dissected onto dry ice and mRNA was extracted using trizol.
RT-PCR was performed using a one-step RT-PCR syber green kit (power
SYBR Green RNA-to-CT; Applied Biosystems). Primers and reaction conditions are presented in Supplemental Data. Data was analyzed using Applied
Biosystems software and the ddCT method.

Whole-Brain Electroporation
All animal experiments were approved by the Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) Animal Care Committee. Tadpoles were bred by HCG-induced mating
of albino Xenopus frogs in the MNI Animal Care Facility. Embryos were then
reared in bowls containing Modified Barth Solution-H.
For whole-brain electroporation, plasmids suspended in water or Tris
acetate buffer at a concentration of 1 to 8 mg/ml were injected into the brain
ventricles of stage 42–43 animals (Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1956) anesthetized
with 0.02% MS-222; a 1.5 ms pulse of 30–40 mV was then delivered across the
tectum as described in Ruthazer et al. (2005). Animals were then returned to

(E and F) Reconstructions of dendritic arbors from EGFP-expressing tectal neurons coexpressing N-VIVIT or N-VIVIT plus NFATDreg, on day 1 and day 3 of
imaging. Scale bars, 10 mm.
(G) Number of branch points in NFATDreg-expressing cells is not different from that in N-VIVIT cells.
(H) Change in number of branch points normalized to day 1 branch number shows no rescue of morphology by NFATDreg (n = 5–10 per group). *p < 0.05,
**p < 0.01, ANOVA.
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Figure 7. NFAT Regulatory Domain Interactions Rescue Dendritic Morphology
(A) Schematic of nv-NFAT-st(2+5+8) construct with intact regulatory domain mutated to mimic dephosphorylation.
(B) Sample recording epochs from tectal cells transfected with EGFP alone, cotransfected with N-VIVIT, or with N-VIVIT plus nv-NFAT-st(2+5+8).
(C) Cumulative probability plots for mEPSC amplitudes show a shift down toward control values with nv-NFAT-st(2+5+8) expression (n = 15, 10, and 10 cells,
100 events per cell, each condition).
(D) mEPSC frequencies are restored to control values by nv-NFAT-st(2+5+8).
(E and F) Reconstructions of dendritic arbors from EGFP-expressing N-VIVIT and nv-NFAT-st(2+5+8)-rescued neurons on day 1 and day 3. Scale bars, 10 mm.
(G) The number of branch points is reduced to control levels in nv-NFAT-st(2+5+8)-rescued neurons compared to cells expressing N-VIVIT (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
ANOVA).
(H) Change in the number of branch points normalized to day 1 branch number is rescued by nv-NFAT-st(2+5+8) (n = 6–10 per group). **p < 0.01: N-VIVIT versus
control; yp < 0.05: N-VIVIT versus nv-NFAT-st(2+5+8); ANOVA.
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their rearing tanks for 1–3 days to allow expression of the constructs before
imaging or electrophysiology experiments.

Single-Cell Imaging and Reconstruction
Tadpoles were anesthetized by immersion in 0.02% MS-222 and immobilized
in Sylgard chambers (Dow Corning) carved to fit their body shapes with a cover
glass on top. Single cells were then visualized and imaged on a custom-built
two-photon microscope (described in Supplemental Data) in 1 mm z-steps.
Subsequent images were then acquired at 40 min intervals for 2 hr or daily
over the next 2 days.
Three-dimensional tracings of imaged neurons were made with Imaris software (Bitplane, Zurich, Swizerland). To measure end branch lengths, custom
software was written in Matlab (Natick, MA).

Translocation Experiments
Animals were transfected by whole-brain bulk electroporation 3–4 days before
experiments. EGFP-tagged human NFATc4 and Xenopus NFATc3 were used
in these experiments. There was no obvious difference in their abilities to translocate. For the experiment animals were anesthetized by immersion in 0.02%
MS-222 and embedded in 2% low-melt agarose. Throughout the experiment
animals remained submerged in ACSF. Five minutes after embedding, the first
image was acquired in 1 mm z-steps on a two-photon microscope. Some
animals then received an intraventricular injection of 100 mM AP5 or 1 mM
FK506 (LC Laboratories, Boston, MA) or 20 mM NMDA dissolved in ACSF or
ACSF only. In addition a control group of animals was embedded and did
not receive any injection. There was no difference between the two control
groups so the data were pooled. Ten to forty minutes later, a second and third
image were acquired using identical imaging conditions with the animal in the
same orientation. For visual stimulation, after the second image tadpoles were
placed into a visual stimulator box as described elsewhere (Sin et al., 2002).
Following 40 min of the increased visual input, the third image was acquired.
Changes in fluorescence intensity were corrected for background and
measured using NIH ImageJ software as described in Supplemental Data.

Electrophysiology
The procedure for recording AMPAR mEPSCs was performed as described by
Haas et al. (2006). Brains were dissected out and placed into external ACSF
solution containing (in mM) 115 NaCl, 2 KCl, 3 CaCl2, 3 MgCl2, 5 HEPES,
10 glucose, 0.1 PTX, and 1 mM TTX (pH 7.2; osm, 255). Patch pipettes containing 90 Cs methane sulfonate, 5 MgCl2, 20 TEA, 10 EGTA, 20 HEPES, 2 ATP,
and 0.3 GTP (pH 7.2; osm, 255) were used to obtain whole-cell access to cells
visualized with an Olympus BX51WI with a 60X 0.9 NA water immersion objective. Transfected neurons were identified by epifluorescence excitation of
EGFP. AMPAR-mediated mEPSCs were then isolated by clamping the cell
at !60 mV. A minimum of 100 events were recorded per cell. Only cells that
met the following criteria were selected for analysis: a holding current
of <25 pA for !60 mV, Rm "1 Gohms, access resistance <80 Mohms.
mEPSCs were detected and analyzed with Synaptosoft mini-analysis software
(Fort Lee, NJ). To induce chemLTD cells were held at !35 mV during the 3 min
bath application of 20 mm NMDA.
Statistics
All numbers are presented as mean ± SEM. p values less than 0.05 are considered significant. Unless otherwise indicated, a two-tailed Student’s t test was
used for comparisons of two groups and ANOVA with Newman-Keuls posttest
was used to compare more than two conditions. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(K-S) test was used to test for normality and to compare cumulative probability
distributions.

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Supplemental data for this article include five supplemental figures and
supplemental experimental procedures and can be found at http://www.
neuron.org/supplemental/S0896-6273(09)00358-4.
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